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ABSTRACT 

Thorough review of meta-benziporphodimethene analogues and their metal 

complexes is presented in this thesis.  Foundation of research gap was laid through 

exhaustive literature review. The focus of the research was then directed to 

identifying the factors that could improve the stability of the free base meta- 

benziporphodimethene analogues. Synthesis of sterically hindered analogues of meta-

benziporphodimethene and its cadmium and mercury complexes have been discussed 

in Chapter 3 of this thesis. UV-Vis, 
1
H-NMR and mass spectrometry was used to 

confirm the synthesis of different analogues. Then we moved to determine the 

structural features that lead to thermodynamically stable moieties, various tautomer 

have been analysed computationally, which were obtained either by shuffling N-

confused pyrrole subunits, oxygenated pyrrole subunit (both O-up and O-down), 

position of hydrogen on inner nitrogen atom of pyrrole or replacing pyrrolic nitrogen 

with a heteroatom. Further, the intramolecular hydrogen bond energies have been 

determined using a Molecular Tailoring approach (MTA), viz. Chapter 4 of this thesis. 

The X-ray solid state structures affirmed the presence of two conformers of meta-

benziporphodimethene viz. syn and anti. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1  General Introduction 

Porphyrin often referred as “pigments of life” is an important molecule of macrocyclic 

systems whose different aspects have been investigated and has undergone vast research 

over a period of time making it one of the important molecules in various biological 

systems. Porphyrin being very stable, aromatic, and tetra-pyrrolic moiety has variety of 

biological functions. Porphyrin has a well-known tendency to bind with numerous 

transition metal ions. Metal complexes of porphyrin moieties play important role in the 

molecular sensing [1], artificial photosynthesis [2], medicine [3] – [5], and electro-optics 

[6].Because of its potential application in fields including molecular devices, dye-

sensitizing solar cells, and photodynamic therapy, the chemistry of porphyrin derivatives 

has drawn considerable attention over time. The porphyrin-like moieties are 

universally found in natural pigments including heme, chlorophyll, bacteriochlorophyll, 

vitamin B12, and cytochromes (Figure 1.1) [7]. 

 

Figure 1.1. Natural pigments consisting of Porphyrin-like moieties. 
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The porphyrin molecule, which is highly aromatic in nature, has 22 π -electrons, out 

of which only 18 π -electrons participate in complete conjugation, resulting in 

numerous delocalization pathways as depicted in Figure 1.2[8]. 

 

Figure 1.2. Possible pathways for the delocalisation of π-electrons in porphyrins.[5] 

Designing a novel framework for the porphyrin core and examining its properties is 

one of the major aspects for future research in porphyrin derivatives. In the recent 

past, researchers have employed several modifications at various sites of this 

prosthetic molecule (Figure 1.3). Finding applications that are similar to natural 

porphyrins to mimic natural events in vitro is the main goal of demonstrating such 

great interest in porphyrin research. Four pyrrolic nitrogens surround the porphyrin's 

NNNN core, or central region of the moiety (Figure 1.3).  

1.1.1. Modifications in Porphyrin 

Porphyrin moiety can be modified at different sites such as modifications in inner core, at 

meso positions, and at  positions as depicted in Figure 1.3[9]– [13]. The new synthetic 

moieties which are classified according to their electronic current possessed by them and 
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their structure, and are usually referred to as modified class of porphyrins[14].Modified 

porphyrin system can be generalized as Core modified porphyrins, Contracted 

porphyrins, Isomeric porphyrins, Periphery modified porphyrins, Inverted porphyrins or 

N-confused porphyrins and Expanded porphyrins (Figure 1.4). 

 

Figure 1.3. Structure of porphyrin and the sites of modifications. 

 

Figure 1.4. Representation of modifications in the central core and the types of porphyrin 

analogues. 
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1.2  Benziporphyrin: A class of carbaporphyrinoids 

In 1994, N-confused porphyrin was the first carbaporphyrin to be reported 

independently by Furuta and Latos-Grażyński. Carbaporphyrins are the core modified 

porphyrins which involve replacement of pyrrolic nitrogen by carbon. Due to the 

presence of C-H moiety in the inner core, the π-electrons delocalization is deeply 

affected and, in some cases, it ceases completely in case of carbaporphyrinoids[7]. 

NMR spectroscopy is used to detect the loss of electronic current [15]. 

Benziporphyrins are a subclass of porphyrins formed when one of the pyrrole rings in 

the porphyrin macrocycle is replaced by the phenylene ring. meta-benziporphyrin, 

where a meta-phenylene ring replaces a pyrrolic moiety of porphyrin macrocycle, is a 

significant moiety in the class of benziporphyrin. Berlin and Breitmaier were the first 

to synthesise meta-benziporphyrinin 1994[16]. meta-Benziporphyrin was reported to 

be unstable in solution and therefore it was found to be difficult to obtain a pure 

sample of meta-benziporphyrin. Martin Stepien and Latos-Grazynski synthesized 

synthetic analogues of meso substituted benziporphyrins in order to obtain a pure 

sample of meta-Benziporphyrin [17]. 

1.3  meta-benziporphodimethene 

Martin Stępień while working on his Ph.D. thesis was the first one to synthesize meta-

Benziporphodimethene (Figure 1.5) [18]. Those benziporphodimethene which were 

synthesized by Martin Stępień were alkoxy and hydroxy analogues which were 

obtained by oxidation of meta-benziporphyrins. meta-BPDM are meta-

benziporphyrins with two tetrahedral meso carbon atoms at 6- and 21- positions[19]. 
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Figure 1.5. Structure of free-base meta-benziporphodimethene. 

1.3.1. Synthetic Route of meta-benziporphodimethene analogues 

Latos Grażyński and Martin Stępień synthesized meta-benziporphodimethenes by 

carrying out condensation reaction between ,’–dihydroxy–1, 3–diisopropylbenzene; 

pyrrole and an aromatic aldehyde; the reaction was catalyzed by using Lewis acid i.e., 

boron-trifluoride etherate [19] which was followed by oxidation reaction using DDQ. A 

good yield of around 14% was produced from this reaction (Scheme 1.1.) [18]. 

 

Scheme 1.1. Synthesis of meta-benziporphodimethene. 

meta-benziporphodimethenes show broad UV-Visible spectrum because of presence 

of discrete conjugated system and are generally red coloured compounds. A high 

energy Soret band and a lower energy Q band are both observed in the UV-visible 

spectrum of meta-benziporphodimethenes at about 350 nm and 510 and 550 nm, 

respectively. 

,’–dihydroxy–1, 3–

diisopropylbenzene 

Pyrrole Substituted 

benzaldehyde 
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Figure 1.6. UV-Vis Spectra of meta-benziporphodimethene 

Synthetic pathway mentioned above for the synthesis of meta-benziporphodimethene 

also leads to synthesis of isomeric α, β-unsaturated γ-Lactam embedded N-Confused-

tetra-methyl meta-benziporphodimethenes[20]. 

 

Scheme 1.2. The O-Up and O-Down γ-lactam embedded N-confused isomers. 

meta-benziporphodimethenes are found to be more distorted than the other two 

isomers as shown by X-ray analysis. Computational studies using Density Functional 

Theorem calculation on porphyrin analogues can provide important information to 

understand how modifications play role in amending the physical properties of the 

analogues [20]. 
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Various research groups attempted different modifications at meso carbon atoms of 

meta-benziporphodimethene using same synthetic pathway and various applications 

of meta-benziporphodimethene were explored. In 2016, Kumar et. al. reported 

different analogues of meta-benziporphodimethene with 15-17% yield. The research 

group utilized UV-Vis, NMR, mass spectroscopy, and X-ray crystallographic studies 

to confirm the synthesized product. Quantum yield, fluorescence studies, and bio-cell 

imaging applications have also been explored. 

 

Figure 1.7. meso-substituted meta-benziporphodimethene derivatives by Kumar et. al.[21] 

Kumar et. al. attempted various modifications at meso carbon atoms of meta-

benziporphodimethene (Figure 1.7) using the same synthetic pathway (Scheme 1.1) 

and explored various advancements in applications of this novel molecule[21]. 

Spectroscopic Analysis 

1.3.2. UV-Vis Spectroscopy 

Broad UV-Visible spectrum is observed for the meta-Benziporphodimethene analogues 

owing to the discrete conjugated system of the analogues[22]. Free-base form of meta-

Benziporphodimethene analogues is non-fluorescent but the fluorescence is switched on 
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upon metalation i.e., addition of zinc chloride metal salt, and an instant colour change 

from pink to greenish blue was observed (Figure 1.8) [21]. 

 

Figure 1.8. Colour change in meta-benziporphodimethene upon metalation using ZnCl2 salt[22]. 

Broad UV-Vis spectra observed in meta-Benziporphodimethene analogues due to the 

presence of sp
2
-sp

3
 mixed meso carbon atoms. Kumar et. al. (Figure 1.9) presented 

that, for para and ortho- substituted meso-phenyl groups of free-base meta-

benziporphodimethenes the Soret like high energy band was observed at around 342-

378 nm, 1-8 in Figure 1.7 (Table 1.1). 

 

Figure 1.9. UV-Vis Spectra for free-base meta-benziporphodimethene analogues[21] 
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Table 1.1. Consolidated UV data for Figure 1.7[21]. 

 

Compound 

Wavelength (λmax) in nm 

Freebase TMBPDM Zn
2+

 TMBPDM complex 

Soret Band Q-Band Soret Band Q-Band 

1 353 517-548 351 594-639 

2 351 513-542 350 594-638 

3 321 508-538 348 602-649 

4 320 507-533 346 598-642 

5 319 508-531 346 600-642 

6 342 509-539 347 594-641 

7 378 513-545 343 592-643 

8 376 513-546 346 598-642 

 

Due to the strong interactions of d-orbital of zinc ions with the macrocycle in the 

ground state absorption spectra of metal complexes of these novel analogues with 

respect to their free-base forms, a significant red shift is observed upon metalation of 

free-base meta-benziporphodimethene analogues. 

 

Figure 1.10. UV-Vis Spectra of meta-benziporphodimethene, 1-8 (Figure 1.7) zinc chloride 

complexes[21]. 
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1.3.3. Structural Analysis 

 

Figure 1.11. Depiction of core geometry of porphyrin molecule, non-planar meta-

benziporphodimethene molecule and its metal complex (M= Zn, Cd, Hg) 

In 2008, Hung et. al. reported crystal structure of meta-benziporphodimethene zinc 

complex for the first time. Coordination of zinc ion with meta-benziporphodimethene 

through the three nitrogen or pyrrole rings and an axial chloride was confirmed after 

analysis[22]. 

Later on, the same group came up with the crystal structures of TMBPDM (free-base 

tetramethyl-meta-benziporphodimethene) along with its two isomers (Scheme 1.3). 

 

Scheme 1.3. Tetramethyl-meta-benziporphodimethene (1) molecule along with its O-Up 

isomer (2) and O-Down (3) isomer, R= H, COOMe. 

TMBPDM was found to be more distorted than its O-Up isomer and O-down isomer 

after X-ray analysis. The average deviation for 1 (TMBPDM) of 25 atoms on the 
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macrocycle from a mean tripyrrin plane (plane through 17 atoms i.e., atoms of 3 

pyrrole rings and 2 sp
2
 hybridised meso-carbon atoms) is 1.044 Å while the values for 

O-Up Isomer (2) is found to be 0.680 Å and for O-Down Isomer (3) is 0.630 Å. The 

angle between the CNNN inner-core plane and the macrocyclic phenylene plane is 

70.35° for O-Up Isomer and angle between the CNNN inner-core plane and the 

macrocyclic phenylene plane is69.76° for O-Down Isomer. However, in case of 

TMBPDM the angle between phenylene plane and three pyrrolic nitrogen plane is 

only 52.39°. These data are consistent with the fact that O-Up Isomer (2) and O-Down 

Isomer (3) are found to be less puckered than TMBPDM (1) with phenylene rings 

oriented vertical to the mean plane of the macrocycle (Figure 1.12)[20]. 

 

1 

 

2 

 

3 

Figure 1.12. Molecular model of TMBPDM (1) along with its O-Up (2) and O-Down (3) 

isomers. Crystal structure coordinates were taken from ref.[20] 

Later, the crystal structure of free base 11,16-Bis (3,4,5-trimethoxy-phenyl)-

6,6,21,21-tetramethyl-meta-benziporphodimethene was determined by Kumar et. al. 

and its geometry were found lesser distorted than earlier reported structures of meta-

benziporphodimethenes (Figure 1.13). 
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Figure 1.13. Molecular model of 11,16-Bis(3,4,5-trimethoxy-phenyl)-6,6,21,21-tetramethyl-

meta-benziporphodimethene. Crystal structure coordinates were taken from[21]. 

1.3.4. Electronic structural studies of sterically hindered meta-benziporphodimethenes 

 

The structures and relative energies of 11,16-bis(phenyl)-6,6,21,21-tetramethyl-meta-

benzi-6,21-porphodimethene (1) and its N-confused akin containing a γ–lactam ring 

(2 and 3) have been calculated using density functional theory (DFT) method 

(Scheme 1.3). The DFT calculation was also carried out on thia- and oxa- analogue of 

1. The optimized structure reveals that thia-meta-benziporphodimethene has a more 

symmetrical conformation than the oxa- and aza- analogue. The tautomerisms in these 

compounds were investigated. The γ–lactam ring close to the adjacent sp
3
 hybridized 

carbon was found to be more stable[23]. The energy difference between the meta-

benziporphodimethene and inverted isomers range from 4-10 Kcal/mol. Higher 

energy difference was calculated between the isomers with or without γ-lactam ring. 
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The energy difference between O-up isomers containing γ-lactam ring is relatively 

low in comparison to those which have oxidized pyrrole and inverted pyrrole ring at 

different positions. But the energy difference between those isomers having oxidized 

pyrrole and inverted pyrrole ring at different positions is comparable. It has been 

found that O-up isomers are more favourable than O-down isomers. In contrast, in 

case of inverted isomers of 1, the inverted pyrrole having nitrogen towards down side 

is more stable. The structure of thia- analogue without inner hydrogen atom is more 

symmetrical in comparison to their oxa- and aza- analogues[23]. 

 

Figure 1.14. Overview of TMBPDM analogues studied by Kumar et. al.[23] 

The effect on the geometries and relative energies of meta-benziporphodimethene was 

studied by varying the positions of N-confused ring and oxygenation at one of the 

pyrrole rings (Figure 1.14)[23]. 

1.3.5. NMR shifts in meta-benziporphodimethenes 

The two N-confused isomers exist as dimer and the dimerization was confirmed by 

taking the   concentration dependent NMR spectra in CDCl3. The ring current in meta-
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benziporphodimethenes is attenuated due to presence of tetrahedral meso-carbon 

atoms hence meta-benziporphodimethenes are non-aromatic[22]. NMR spectra of 

meta-benziporphodimethenes also confirms this character as the chemical shift of 

inner N-H proton appears at δ ~12.0, which signifies the absence of internal shielding 

by ring current. At ~1.7 ppm methyl peaks of tetrahedral group are observed[21]. 

Table 1.2. Consolidated NMR data for Figure 1.7[21]. 

 

Compound 

N-H 

(H27, 

Pyo) 

Ar-H 

(H26) 

Ar-H 

(C2, C3, C4, 

C11, C16) 

β-Py1, Py2-H 

(C8, C9,  

C18, C19) 

β-Pyo-H 

(C13, C14) 

OCH3 

(R
2
, R

3
, R

4
) 

sp
3
-CH3 

(C6, C21) 

1 
12.32 

(br, s) 
7.93(s) 7.24-7.39 (m) 

6.81  

(ab quartet) 

 

6.15 (s) --- 1.72 (s) 

2 
12.32 

(br, s) 
7.94(s) 7.31-7.57 (m) 

6.83  

(ab quartet) 
6.16 (s) --- 1.74 (s) 

3 
12.16 

(br, s) 
8.06(s) 7.28-7.41 (m) 

6.59 (d) 

-6.82 (d) 

 

5.86 (s) --- 1.81 (s) 

4 
12.18 

(br, s) 
7.97(s) 6.91-7.45 (m) 

6.70 (d) 

-6.83 (d) 
6.00 (s) --- 1.79 (s) 

5 
12.08 

(br, s) 
7.89(s) 7.25-7.34 (m) 

6.65 (d) 

-6.90 (d) 
5.98 (s) --- 1.78 (s) 

6 
12.00 

(br, s) 
7.92(s) 

7.68 (d,4H-ArH),  

7.56 (d,4H-ArH), 

7.29 (m,3H-ArH) 

6.75 (d) 

-6.85 (d) 
6.07 (s) --- 1.75 (s) 

7 
12.38 

(br, s) 
7.93(s) 

7.44  

(d,  4Ar-H), 

7.27-7.32 (m, 

3H,2,3,4 Ar-H), 

6.95 (d,  4Ar-H) 

6.77 (d) 

-6.88 (d) 
6.30 (s) 3.87 (s) 1.69 (s) 

8 
12.33 

(br, s) 
7.92(s) 

7.30(q, 3H 2,3,4 

Ar-H) + 6.74 

(s, 4Ar-H) 

6.80 (d) 

-6.95 (d) 
6.35 (s) 

3.92  

(s,6H, para 

OMe) + 3.83 

(s,12H, meta 

OMe) 

1.70 (s) 
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1.4  Properties of metalated meta- benziporphodimethene complexes 

1.4.1. Weak Metal-Arene Interaction 

Presence of metal-arene interactions in metal complexes of tetramethyl-meta-

benziporphodimethene analogues is one their most important properties. C-H bond of 

meta phenylene ring is activated in the vicinity of transition metal atoms in meta-

Benziporphodimethenes which becomes a new horizon to explore. The weak metal–

arene interactions in nickel and cadmium complexes of meta-benziporphyrin have 

been confirmed by X-ray structure analysis. The strength of the metal-arene 

interaction is highly dependent on the conformation of the arene moiety [19], [24]. 

1.4.2. Fluorescence enhancement 

Free-base forms of meta-benziporphodimethene analogues are non-fluorescent but 

fluorescence is turned on upon metalation with no background emission[21], [22]. 

The fact that meta-benziporphodimethenes act as a specific zinc ion sensor is the most 

significant aspect of this finding[21]. However, in case of cadmium and mercury 

metal complexes very less fluorescence is observed comparatively. This type of 

fluorescence comes under the category of "chelation enhanced fluorescence"(CHEF) 

since the fluorescence "turns on" upon zinc metalation. The majority of CHEF sensors 

are based on fluorophores that emits at wavelengths less than 600 nm, like 

fluorescein, dansyl, and anthracene[25],[26]. Light-induced tissue damage is 

minimized by sensors functioning above 600 nm, where background emission is 

minimal. These sensors also penetrate and scatter light less in sample with optical 

diffraction problems. Hung and coworkers demonstrated that these kinds of moieties 

do not form complexes with alkali, alkaline earth and other some transition metals 
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which are important physiologically and further provided that the stability constant 

for zinc complexation with meta-benziporphodimethene is greater than the cadmium 

and mercury metal ions[22]. 

1.4.3. Fluorescence phenomena: Structure co-relation 

meta-benziporphodimethene is found to be a selective zinc ion sensor and 

fluorescence intensity was found to be higher than that in cadmium or mercury metal 

complexes. The reason for this phenomenon is planarity of the macrocycle in the bind 

state. The tripyrrin moiety exists as highly distorted non-planar molecule, but upon 

metalation the free-base macrocycle becomes planar. The average deviation of the 

three pyrrolic nitrogens reduces from 0.27 Ǻ to 0.10 Ǻ upon metalation. It has also 

been observed that the zinc has the minimum apical deviation of 0.48-0.50 Ǻ from the 

tripyrrine plane of the molecule as compared to that of 0.70-0.71 Ǻ for mercury and 

0.62-0.67 Ǻ for cadmium, and the orientation of meta-phenylene ring in metal-meta-

benziporphodimethene changed from 81.4° in Zn-meta-benziporphodimethene to 

89.3° for Cadmium and 92.1° for Mercury. The data depicts a better resonance 

tendency for zinc as the binding metal ion and is very consistent with the effective 

transfer of electron density from ligand to metal[24]. 

1.4.4. Cell-Imaging Applications 

Numerous biological activities in the human body include zinc ions. As a structural 

cofactor and regulator of gene expression, zinc is found in the human body in bound 

state to protein. The vesicles of neurons may potentially produce a labile zinc ion 

pool. Patients with malignancies and inflammatory disorders also have abnormally 
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high levels of zinc in their tissues. Zn
2+

 detection may aid in elucidating its 

physiological and pathological functions because both vital roles and harmful effects 

of Zn
2+

 are frequently reported. In order to identify Zn
2+

 in liquid medium in real time 

and without the need of indicators, a small-sized semiconductor optoelectronic device 

is therefore needed[27]– [32]. 

For real-time and indicator-free detection of zinc ions in the solution, Hung and co-

workers designed an organic hydrogel film with micron-sized pillar array by 

introducing 11,16-bis(phenyl)-6,6,21,21-tetramethyl-m-benzi-6,21-porphodimethene 

as a fluorescent indicator in a hydrogel host poly (2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate). 

Kumar and his coworkers explored the cellular imaging properties of meta-

benziporphodimethenes in MDA-MB-468 breast carcinoma cells and found that these 

molecules are lesser cytotoxic for longer time and can internalize successfully and 

further concluded that electron releasing and withdrawing group does not impact on 

internalization (Figure 1.15.). 

 

Figure 1.15. MDA-MB-468 cells incubated with different meta-benziporphodimethenes and 

Zn
2+

 ions for 30 min and respective bright field marked with A-D as well as fluorescence 

images (just down to its respective bright field image) were captured at 10X objective lens 

magnification[33]. 
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1.5  Conclusion and Outlook 

One of the potential synthetic porphyrin analogues is carbaporphyrinoids, which also 

includes corroles, benziporphyrins, and meta-benziporphodimethenes. In both in-vitro 

and in-vivo analysis, the use of meta-benziporphodimethenes analogues has 

significant potential for estimation and detection of spectroscopically silent Zn
2+

 ions. 

In these molecules fluorescence occurs at high wavelength in visible region leading to 

lesser photo damage and further has an advantage of low background emission. meso-

phenyl substituents have a significant effect in zinc metal complexation of meta-

benziporphodimethenes. Advancements in this area of research is forwarded by 

electronic structure properties of these molecules. Accurate zinc ion estimation inside 

the cells can be explored further. It is also noteworthy that so far only aromatic 

aldehydes have been used for synthesis of meta-benziporphodimethene analogs. So 

far, no research groups have reported the synthesis via condensation reaction of a 

typical aliphatic aldehyde with diol and pyrrole. The probable notion that the 

oxidation potential of the electron-donating aliphatic substituents is too low to allow 

the product to survive can be used to support the notion that the macrocycle is 

inherently electron-rich. 
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CHAPTER 2 

SCOPE OF THE WORK 

 

There has been a plethora of studies on the porphyrinoid macrocyclic ring system 

leading to extensive expansion of porphyrinoid family over the years. Several 

modifications on the porphyrin molecule leading to formation of new compounds 

were also being discovered alongside. Corrole, first reported by Johnson and Kay in 

the year 1965, is a contracted porphyrin system. The chemistry of corrole has been 

vastly investigated since then. Although, in terms of computational studies, corroles 

are less diverse than porphyrins. Not only corroles, the expanded, hetero-atom 

substituted and various other analogues of porphyrins have been intensely 

investigated over time. Computational chemistry acts as a bridge between the 

experimental and theoretical studies of any system. This bridging has been done for 

porphyrins and corroles majorly. Other analogues of porphyrinoid family still have a 

great scope for being investigated using various computational methods.  

The new carbaporphyrinoid system meta-benziporphodimethene was introduced 18 

years ago. The recent advancements in meta-benziporphodimethenes (meta-BPDM) 

have proved that the compound must gather great importance owing to its wide range 

of applications as a chemosensor [1]– [7]. After a thorough literature review, it was 

found that despite the outstanding properties exhibited by meta-BPDM, the compound 

reached out only to a small audience [8], [9]. This means, owing to the less yield and 

tendency for rapid oxidation the molecule fails to be meticulously investigated. For 

this reason, the current work focuses on finding out the possible factors that could 

enhance the stability and yield of this unique class of carbaporphyrinoid systems.  
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Sometimes, experimental methods are not sufficient to answer many crucial steps 

resulting in a number of chemical and biological processes. Also, computational 

chemistry is said to be a great tool to study the insights of a reaction even before one 

performs it in a laboratory. The advancements in technology have opened doors for 

theoretical chemists to analyse the systems under study, computationally and check 

the feasibility of the reactions beforehand.  

Our work is the attempt to club the computational chemistry with the experimental 

procedures meta-benziporphodimethene analogues and its metal complexes. Herein, 

we intend to investigate the possible aspects that may or that may not participate in 

intensifying the yield or stability of meta-benziporphodimethene, theoretically. 

Fascinating results that were obtained through the theoretical analysis opens up a wide 

pathway for the research groups to overcome the low yield barrier and further study 

the applications of these prosthetic molecules. 

The objectives of the present dissertation are as follows: 

1. Synthesis of tetramethyl-substituted analogues of free base m-BPDM and its Cd 

(II) and Hg (II) complexes. 

2. Detailed DFT studies of N-confused isomers of m-BPDM analogues involving 

γ-lactam ring. 

3. DFT studies of metal complexes of m-BPDM analogues. 
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CHAPTER 3 

SYNTHESIS AND CHARACTERIZATIONS OF meta-

BENZIPORPHODIMETHENE ANALOGUES  

AND ITS METAL COMPLEXES 

3.1  Introduction 

meta-Benziporphodimethenes (m-BPDM) are modified meta-benziporphyrins having two 

tetrahedral meso carbon atoms at positions 6 and 21. Martin Stępień was the first to 

synthesize alkoxy and hydroxy analoguesof meta-Benziporphodimethenes (m-BPDM) in 

the course of his works of Ph.D thesis. Herein, we present the free base 11,16-Bis(2,6-

difluorobenzene)-6,6,21,21-tetramethyl-meta-benzi-6,21-porphodimethene and 11,16-Bis 

(2,3,4,5,6-pentafluorobenzene)-6,6,21,21-tetramethyl-meta-benzi-6,21-porphodimethene 

and their Cd (II) and Hg (II) metal complexes. 

 

Figure 3.1. Structure of free base meta-benziporphodimethene 

3.2  Experimental section 

3.2.1. Reagents 

Reagents used for the synthesis and characterization of the synthesized compounds 

are 2, 6-difluorobenzaldehyde, penta-fluorobenzaldehyde, BF3·OEt2 (Boron trifluoride 

etherate) from Sigma Aldrich, Pyrrole which was distilled before use, 𝜶, 𝜶’–
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dihydroxy–1, 3–diisopropylbenzene from TCI, DDQ (2,3-dichloro-5,6-dicyano-p-

benzoquinone), anhydrous mercuric chloride (HgCl2), anhydrous cadmium chloride 

(CdCl2) were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich. All other reagents and solvents were 

received from E. Merck Ltd. and were used as received. 

3.2.2. General Information 

Bruker Avance III 400 spectrometer was used to record 1H NMR Spectra; Chemical 

shifts are reported relative to residual hydrogen atoms in CDCl3 in ppm. Bruker 

MaXis Impact mass spectrometer was used to perform mass spectra for the 

synthesized compounds. Agilent Cary 8454 UV-Visible spectrophotometer was used 

to record absorption spectra of the compounds. Merck silica gel 60 F254 precoated 

aluminium sheets were used to perform thin-layer chromatography. 

Single crystal structure determination: Bruker diffractometer was used to collect 

intensity data at 273(2) K. Appropriate single crystals were mounted using paratone 

oil on top of a glass fibre and it was instantly transferred to diffractometer. Bruker 

SAINT program was used to perform data collection, analytical absorption 

corrections. SHELXL-97 was used to solve crystal structures using direct methods.  

3.2.3. Synthetic Procedure 

Synthesis of 11, 16-Bis(2,6-difluorobenzene)-6,6,21,21-tetramethyl-meta-benzi-

6,21-porphodimethene (1) 

11,16-Bis(2,6-difluorobenzene)-6,6,21,21-tetramethyl-meta-benzi-6,21-porphodimethene 

was synthesized by carrying out boron trifluoride etherate catalysed condensation reaction 

between pyrrole (1.51 mmol, 104µL); 2,6- difluorobenzaldehyde(1.01 mmol, 102µL) and 
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α,α’-dihydroxy-1,3-diisopropylbenzene (0.50 mmol, 98 mg) i.e., in ratio of 3:2:1 at room 

temperature i.e., 27°C for 2 hours which was followed by addition of DDQ into the 

reaction mixture and again the reaction mixture was stirred for 2 hours. Trimethylamine 

was used to quench the reaction and solvent was removed in vacuo. Silica gel column 

chromatography was used to purify the crude mixture by eluting it with mixture of n-

hexane and dichloromethane to give 11,16-Bis(2,6-difluorobenzene)-6,6,21,21-

tetramethyl-m-benzi-6,21-porphodimethene (17% yield) as red coloured powder(Scheme 

3.1)[1]–[11].
1
H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3, 298 K):  12.18 (br, 1H,NH), 7.97 (s, 1H, 22-

ArH), 7.35–7.45 (m,3H, (2,3,4-ArH), 6.91–7.05 (m,6H, ArH), 6.83 (doublet 
2
JH,H = 4.40 

Hz, HH, 9.18-Pyrr H), 6.70 (doublet 
2
JH,H = 4.22 Hz, HH, 8,19-Pyrr H), 6.00 (s,2H, 

13,14- Pyrr H), 1.79 (s,12H, CH3). 

 

 

 

Scheme 3.1. Synthesis of free base11,16-Bis(2,6-difluorobenzene)-6,6,21,21-tetramethyl-

meta-benzi-6,21-porphodimethene 

Synthesis of 11,16-Bis(2,3,4,5,6-pentafluorobenzene)-6,6,21,21-tetramethyl-meta-

benzi-6,21-porphodimethene (2) 

11,16-Bis(2,3,4,5,6-pentafluorobenzene)-6,6,21,21-tetramethyl-meta-benzi-6,21-

porphodimethene was synthesized by carrying out boron trifluoride etherate catalysed 

condensation reaction between pyrrole (1.51 mmol, 104µL); 2,3,4,5,6-pentafluorobenzene 

(1.01 mmol, 102µL) and α,α’-dihydroxy-1,3-diisopropylbenzene (0.50 mmol, 98 mg) i.e., 

in ratio of 3:2:1 at room temperature i.e., 27°C for 2 hours which was followed by 

11,16-Bis(2,6-difluorobenzene)-6,6,21,21-

tetramethyl-meta-benzi-6,21-porphodimethene 

α,α’-dihydroxy-1,3-                Pyrrole                2,6-difluoro 
diisopropylbenzene                 (104µL,               benzaldehyde   

(98mg,0.50mmol)                  1.51 mmol)          (102µL,1.01 mmol) 
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addition of DDQ into the reaction mixture and again the reaction mixture was stirred for 2 

hours. Trimethylamine was used to quench the reaction and solvent was removed in 

vacuo. Silica gel column chromatography was used to purify the crude mixture by eluting 

it with mixture of n-hexane and dichloromethane to give 11,16-Bis(2,6-difluorobenzene)-

6,6,21,21-tetramethyl-m-benzi-6,21-porphodimethene (17% yield) as red coloured 

powder(Scheme 3.2)[1]–[11].
1
H-NMR(400 MHz, CDCl3, 25°C): 12.08 (br,1H,NH), 

7.89 (s, 1H, 22-ArH), 7.25–7.34 (m,3H, (2,3,4-ArH), 6.90 (doublet
2
JH,H=4.58 Hz, HH, 

9,18-Pyrr H), 6.65(doublet 
2
JH,H=4.58 Hz,HH,8,19-Pyrr H), 5.98 (s,2H, 13,14-Pyrr H), 

1.78 (s,12H, CH3). 

 
 

 

 

 

Scheme 3.2. Synthesis of free base11,16-Bis(2,3,4,5,6-pentafluorobenzene)-6,6,21,21-

tetramethyl-meta-benzi-6,21-porphodimethene 

Synthesis of metal complexes of meta-Benziporphodimethene using transition 

metals (Cd
2+

, Hg
2+

) 

Various metal complexes of meta-benziporphodimethenes have been prepared so far, 

which are quite stable also. The Ni, Zn, Cd, Hg and Ag complexes of meta-

benziporphodimethes have been reported so far. The metal complexes of meta-

benziporphodimethenes with zinc, cadmium, mercury and nickel were reported by 

Latos Grażyński and co-workers in 2004.  

α,α’-dihydroxy-1,3-        Pyrrole          2,3,4,5,6-pentafluoro 

diisopropylbenzene         (104µL,         benzaldehyde  

(98mg,0.50mmol)          1.51 mmol)    (102µL,1.01 mmol) 

11,16-Bis(2,3,4,5,6-pentafluorobenzene)-

6,6,21,21-tetramethyl-meta-benzi-6,21-

porphodimethene 
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The general synthesis includes mixing of free-base meta-benziporphodimethenes with 

anhydrous metal salt in mixed solvents of acetonitrile with either dichloromethane or 

chloroform in presence of mild base 2, 6-lutidiine. The metal complex results in 

minutes after mixing at room temperature and is indicated by changing of colour of 

solution from red to greenish blue. Evaporation of solvent invacuo under reduced 

pressure yields the metal complex. The crystals can be obtained by crystallization of 

metal complexes in hexane. 

Synthesis of Cd
2+

.1 

10mg of 11,16-Bis(2,6-difluorobenzene)-6,6,21,21-tetramethyl-meta-benzi-6,21-

porphodimethene was dissolved in 25 ml solution of CH3CN/CH2Cl2 in ratio of 2:1. 

Anhydrous cadmium chloride which was pre dissolved in very less amount of 

CH3CN was added to this mixture followed by addition of a drop of 2,6-lutidine to 

initiate the reaction. After stirring for 2 minutes, solvent was removed under reduced 

pressure. CH2Cl2 was used to dissolve the residue and excess amount of metal salt 

was extracted using distilled water. After collection of organic layer solvent was 

removed in vacuo and it was crystallized in n-hexane to obtain bluish green final 

product i.e., Cd
2+

 complex of 11,16-Bis(2,6-difluorobenzene)-6,6,21,21-tetramethyl-

meta-benzi-6,21-porphodimethene (yield 98%); (Scheme 3.3)[1]– [11]. 

Synthesis of Cd
2+

.2 

10mg of 11,16-Bis(2,3,4,5,6-pentafluorobenzene)-6,6,21,21-tetramethyl-meta-benzi-

6,21-porphodimethene was dissolved in 25 ml solution of CH3CN/CH2Cl2 in ratio of 

2:1. Anhydrous cadmium chloride which was pre dissolved in very less amount of 

CH3CN was added to this mixture followed by addition of a drop of 2,6-lutidine to 
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initiate the reaction. After stirring for 2 minutes, solvent was removed under reduced 

pressure. CH2Cl2 was used to dissolve the residue and excess amount of metal salt 

was extracted using distilled water. After collection of organic layer solvent was 

removed in vacuo and it was crystallized in n-hexane to obtain bluish green final 

product i.e., Cd
2+

 complex of 11,16-Bis(2,3,4,5,6-pentafluorobenzene)-6,6,21,21-

tetramethyl-meta-benzi-6,21-porphodimethene (yield 98%); (Scheme 3.3). 

 

Scheme 3.3. Cd
2+

 complex of 11,16-Bis(2,6-difluorobenzene)-6,6,21,21-tetramethyl-meta-

benzi-6,21-porphodimethene and 11,16-Bis(2,3,4,5,6-pentafluorobenzene)-6,6,21,21-

tetramethyl-meta-benzi-6,21-porphodimethene. 

Synthesis of Hg
2+

.1 

10mg of 11,16-Bis(2,6-difluorobenzene)-6,6,21,21-tetramethyl-meta-benzi-6,21-

porphodimethene was dissolved in 25 ml solution of CH3CN/CH2Cl2 in ratio of 2:1. 

Anhydrous mercuric chloride which was pre dissolved in very less amount of CH3CN 

was added to this mixture followed by addition of a drop of 2,6-lutidine to initiate the 

reaction. After stirring for 2 minutes, solvent was removed under reduced pressure. 

α,α’-dihydroxy-1,3-           Pyrrole               Substituted  

diisopropylbenzene          (104µL,              Benzaldehyde  

(98mg,0.50mmol)           1.51 mmol)     (102µL,1.01 mmol)  
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CH2Cl2 was used to dissolve the residue and excess amount of metal salt was 

extracted using distilled water. After collection of organic layer solvent was removed 

in vacuo and it was crystallized in n-hexane to obtain bluish green final product i.e., 

Hg
2+

 complex of 11,16-Bis(2,6-difluorobenzene)-6,6,21,21-tetramethyl-meta-benzi-

6,21-porphodimethene (yield 98%); (Scheme 3.4). 

Synthesis of Hg
2+

.2 

10mg of 11,16-Bis(penta-fluorobenzene)-6,6,21,21-tetramethyl-meta-benzi-6,21-

porphodimethene was dissolved in 25 ml solution of CH3CN/CH2Cl2 in ratio of 2:1. 

Anhydrous mercuric chloride which was pre dissolved in very less amount of CH3CN 

was added to this mixture followed by addition of a drop of 2,6-lutidine to initiate the 

reaction. After stirring for 2 minutes, solvent was removed under reduced pressure. 

CH2Cl2 was used to dissolve the residue and excess amount of metal salt was 

extracted using distilled water.  

 
Scheme 3.4. Hg

2+
 complex of 11,16-Bis(2,6-difluorobenzene)-6,6,21,21-tetramethyl-meta-benzi-

6,21-porphodimethene and 11,16-Bis(2,3,4,5,6-pentafluorobenzene)-6,6,21,21-tetramethyl-meta-

benzi-6,21-porphodimethene. 

 

α,α’-dihydroxy-1,3-       Pyrrole            Substituted  

diisopropylbenzene       (104µL,           Benzaldehyde  

(98mg,0.50mmol)         1.51 mmol)     (102µL,1.01 mmol)  
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After collection of organic layer solvent was removed in vacuo and it was crystallized 

in n-hexane to obtain bluish green final product i.e., Hg
2+

 complex of 11,16-

Bis(penta-fluorobenzene)-6,6,21,21-tetramethyl-meta-benzi-6,21-porphodimethene 

(yield 98%); (Scheme 3.4)[1]– [11]. 

3.3.  Results and discussion 

3.3.1. Spectroscopy 

This sterically hindered free base meta-BPDM was then subjected to metalation at room 

temperature using metal (Cd (II) and Hg (II)) chloride metal salt in presence of 2,6-

lutadine. The insertion of metal ion was validated by the change in color of the product 

viz., bluish-green. The UV–Vis spectra of free base meta-benziporphodimethenes and 

their metalated meta-benziporphodimethenes complexes was observed. 

 

Figure 3.2. UV-Vis Spectra for free base meta-Benziporphodimethene with 2,6-

difluorobenzaldehyde at meso position and its Cd
2+ 

and Hg
2+

 metal complexes 
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Figure 3.3. UV-Vis Spectra for free base meta-Benziporphodimethene with penta-

fluorobenzaldehyde at meso position and its Cd
2+ 

and Hg
2+

 metal complexes 

3.3.2. Single Crystal X-ray crystallography 

Single Crystal X-ray Diffraction studies of free base meta-Benziporphodimethene 

shows its ability to crystallize into different crystalline forms. These crystalline forms 

are called polymorphs. Structures 1a and 1b of Fig. 3.5 are polymorphs.  

The crystal 1a was recrystallized from a mixture of n-heptane and DCM with the ratio 

(1:1). The crystal 1b was recrystallized from the mixture of cyclohexane and 

ethylacetate with the ratio (1:1). The crystal 1a belongs to the monoclinic space group 

C2/c and the crystal 1b belongs to the triclinic space group P-1. Data collection was 

performed using monochromated MoKα radiation, λ = 0.71073 Å, using φ and ω 

scans to cover the Ewald sphere. Accurate cell parameters were obtained with the 

amount of indicated reflections. Using Olex2[12] the structure was solved with the 

olex2.solve[13] structure solution program using Charge Flipping and refined with the 

ShelXL [14] refinement package using Least Squares minimization. All nonhydrogen 

atoms were refined with anisotropic displacement parameters. The hydrogen atoms 
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were refined isotropically on calculated positions using a riding model with their Uiso 

values constrained to 1.5 times the Ueq of their pivot atoms for terminal sp
3
 carbon 

atoms and 1.2 times for all other carbon atoms. Software used for molecular graphics: 

Mercury 2020.4.0. 

3.3.2.1. Crystal data for compound 11,16-Bis(2,6-difluorobenzene)-6,6,21,21-

tetramethyl-meta-benzi-6,21-porphodimethene  

Crystal data for C38H30F4N3 (1a) empirical formula = C38H30F4N3; Space group = 

C2/c, wavelength = 0.71073, Z = 4, a = 43.134(3) Å, b = 12.3323(7) Å, c = 31.612(2) 

Å, α = 90°, β = 125.044°, γ = 90°, T = 200 K, V = 13767.2, Dcalcd, g/cm3 = 1.289 μ, 

mm
-1

 = 0.166, R1, % = 6.0, No. of reflections = 12,188. CCDC number: 2175543. 

Crystal data for C38H30F4N3 (1b) empirical formula = C38H30F4N3; Wavelength = 

0.71073, Z = 2, a = 12.100(3) Å, b = 14.313(3) Å, c = 20.276(5) Å, α = 89.614(5) °, β = 

74.884(5) °, γ = 85.653(6) °, T = 200 K, Volume = 3380.0(14), Space group = P-1 Dcalcd, 

g/cm3 = 1.294 μ, mm
-1

 = 0.091, R1, %= 7.36, No. of reflections = 10,952. CCDC 

number: 2175544. 

 
Figure 3.4. X-ray structure of free base meta-benziporphodimethene, 1. 
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Figure 3.5. Polymorphs of free base meta-benziporphodimethene, 1. 

The single crystals of the m-BPDM complexes 1a and 1b were obtained and a 

comparative study of these crystal structures was performed. The important 

parameters of these crystal structures are tabulated in Table S1. The geometry is less 

puckered than the earlier reported structures of meta-BPDM. The average deviations 

of the macrocycle that constitute the macrocycle was 0.616 Å, which is less than other 

reported meta-BPDM structures[15].The angle between the tripyrrin plane created by 

17 atoms and the vector across two sp
3
meso carbons for 1a and 1b was 71.36° and 

72.46°, respectively, which is also very high in comparison with earlier 

structures[14]– [16].The angle between the tripyrrin plane and phenylene ring plane 

formed 84.00° and 75.54°, respectively. Inside the moiety, the torsional angle 

achieved between all the meso carbon atoms was 23.99° and 22.49° for 1a and 1b 

complexes, respectively and the core moiety produced 4.89° and 1.07° for the 1a and 

1b complexes, respectively. The angle formed by the three pyrrolic nitrogen (N3) and 

the phenylene ring plane of macrocycle for 1a complex is 78.04° and 69.82° for 

complex 1b. The ORTEP views of 1a and 1b are shown in Figure 3.5. 
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CHAPTER 4 

DFT CALCULATIONS OF meta-

BENZIPORPHODIMETHENE AND ITS 

N-CONFUSED ISOMERS

4.1  Introduction 

The chemistry of porphyrin derivatives has attracted significant attention because of 

its potential application in areas like molecular devices, dye-sensitizing solar cell, and 

photodynamic therapy [1]. One of the important research directions in porphyrin 

derivatives is designing a new framework of porphyrin core and studying the 

properties of the new framework [2]. Core modification in the skeleton leads to 

changes in the electronic structure and cavity size, and thereby altering the optical, 

electrochemical, photochemical properties, and chelating properties of modified 

systems [3]-[22]. The size and nature of the heteroatom and introduction of benzenoid 

ring in the core reflects direct effect on the cavity size and the metal ion binding.  

Porphodimethene is proposed to be a key intermediate for the formation of a porphyrin 

from a porphyrinogen in both the laboratory and the natural process [16]. This 

intermediate is readily oxidized to porphyrins unless protected by the alkyl or aryl group 

at sp
3
 hybridized meso-carbons [23]. In comparison with that of porphyrinogen

chemistry, only limited investigations about the chemistry of porphodimethene have 

been reported [24] - [27]. meta-Benziporphodimethene, firstly synthesized by Latos-

Grazynski and coworkers, is a new benziporphyrin type porphyrin derivatives with two 

tetrahedral meso carbons at position 6 and 21 (Scheme 1) [28]. The coordination of zinc 

metal ion to the central cavity of meta-benziporphodimethene has been examined [28] - 
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[30]. Recently, we have found that the ligand can be served as a highly selective and 

long wavelength zinc ion sensing fluorophore [28]-[30]. Nevertheless, the synthesis and 

chemistry of its core-modified analog has not yet been thoroughly examined.  

Computational studies on porphyrin analogs using DFT calculation can provide 

important information to understand how the alternations play role in amending the 

physical properties [9], [31]– [54]. 

Molecular modelling or computational chemistry is a method to analyse molecular 

systems virtually without performing any laboratory experiments to study different 

chemical properties of various molecular systems. Problems such as chemical 

reactivity, molecular geometry, UV, IR, and NMR spectra, physical properties of 

substance, interaction of substrate with enzyme can be solved using different tools of 

molecular modelling. Five techniques are used in computational chemistry which are 

density functional theory (DFT) calculations, molecular mechanics (MM), molecular 

dynamics, ab-initio calculations, and semi-empirical (SE) method. Density functional 

theory (DFT) method is based on density distribution across the system in 

consideration. In present chapter, DFT method is widely used to study porphyrin 

analogs to analyse how various alterations play role in altering physical properties.  

In order to determine the structural features that lead to a thermodynamically stable 

moieties, various tautomers have been analysed, which were obtained either by 

shuffling N-confused pyrrole subunits, oxygenated pyrrole subunit (both O-up and O-

down), position of hydrogen on inner nitrogen atom of pyrrole or replacing pyrrolic 

nitrogen with a heteroatom.  
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4.2  Density Functional Theory (DFT) 

4.2.1. Basics of Density Functional Theory (DFT) 

DFT is based on electron density function which is designated as ρ(x,y,z) wherein, 

symbol ρ is a function of three spatial coordinates x,y,z and it denotes probability of 

finding an electron in a unit volume dxdydz.Density functional theory focusses on 

electronic charge distribution over a given space. Walter Kohn and John Pople both 

received the Noble Prize for their contributions to the development of density 

functional theory and the practical wave function-based methods, respectively. 

4.2.2. Principle of DFT 

In 1920s, Enrico Fermi and P. A. M. Dirac envisioned and performed calculations 

independently which led to establishment of molecular properties and atomic properties 

from electron density and this was named as Fermi-Dirac statistics. Thomas-Fermi-Dirac 

model stated that molecules are extremely unstable when dissociated into atoms. In 

1921, Slater did modification to improvise the results for molecular systems exchange 

correlation was introduced in the Thomas-Dirac theorem. Later on, Kohn-Sham type 

DFT method replaced the Thomas-Fermi-Dirac method. 

4.2.3. Theorems of DFT 

Modern density function theory is based on Kohn-Sham approach which is derived 

from two theorems given by Kohn and Hohenberg in the year 1964. As per Kohn and 

Hohenberg, at ground state all the properties of molecules can be calculated using 

ground state electron density function ρo(x,y,z). In other words, the ground state 

property of any molecular system is a functional of its electron density. This has been 
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named as existence theorem. Another theorem is the variational theorem which states 

that any trial electron density functional yields certain energy value which is always 

greater than or equal to the true ground state energy of that system.  

4.3  Computational methods 

The DFT calculation has been conducted by using DFT method of three parameter 

hybrid exchange correlation functional, the B3LYP[55]– [58]. 6-31g** basis set was 

chosen for relative energies and geometries optimization calculations. DFT methods 

implemented in the Gaussian 03 and Gaussian 09W suit of programs are used in this 

theoretical work. The choice of B3LYP/6-31g** is excellent in the modelling of this 

type of molecules[55]– [58]. The most stable isomers were also re-optimized by using 

B3LYP/6-311G** and again optimized by B3LYP/6-311+G** with added diffused 

function. Starting geometries were taken from the single crystal X-ray structures 

which were then modified by Gauss-View 5.0 software. All geometrical structures are 

optimized under C1 symmetry. All the minima are characterized by frequency 

calculations, which show all real frequencies. The optimized three-dimensional 

structures were examined by the Gauss View computer graphic programs. 

4.4  Results and Discussion 

11, 16-bis (phenyl)-6, 6, 21, 21-tetramethyl-meta-benzi-6, 21-porphodimethene (1) and 

two novel N-confused meta-benziporphodimethene containing γ–lactam ring (2, O-up 

and 3, O-down) (Figure 4.1) were synthesized and studied by 
1
H NMR spectra by Hung 
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and co-workers[59]– [61]. Their solid-state structures were determined in high quality by 

single crystal X-ray diffraction and the geometrical parameters were used directly for total 

energy calculation. The phenyl rings were kept intact with meta-benziporphodimethene 

and with the isomers of γ – lactam ring containing N-confused meta-

benziporphodimethene to get the real picture of the molecules. In this chapter, the relative 

energies of meta-benziporphodimethene system and its inverted isomers have been 

discussed, followed by the analysis of relative energy of N-confused meta-

benziporphodimethenes with or without γ– lactam ring. Later, the studies of relative 

energy of all isomers have been added in connection with the N-H tautomerism.  

 
1 2 3 

Figure 4.1. Structures of meta-benziporphodimethene (1) and N-confused meta-

benziporphodimethene containing γ – lactam ring isomers (O-up, 2, and O-down, 3). 

4.4.1. The Relative Energy of 1 and its Inverted Isomers 

The tautomer of 1 and its inverted compounds originated from single pyrrole ,- to ,β 

linkage isomerization are shown in Chart 1. To understand the relative energy between 

all tautomeric forms, all isomers resulted from hydrogen tautomerization are included in 

the calculation. The total energy of 1 and its isomers under B3LYP/6-31g** as well as 6-

311g** basis level of theory are given in Table 4.1. The corresponding optimized 
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geometries of structures 1a to 2i have been added as Figure 4.2. The energy of each 

tautomer relative to 1a is given in Chart 4.1 in parenthesis beneath each molecule code. 

The relative energy suggests that structure 1a is energetically more favourable than 1b. 

Apparently, the inner core hydrogen bonding interaction plays an important role in 

stabilizing the tautomer 1a. Though 1a and 1b both have the same π-electron 

conjugation pathway (12π-electrons), in tautomer 1a the inner-NH can have hydrogen 

bonding interaction with two nitrogen atoms in the core while in 1b, only one nitrogen 

atom is within hydrogen bonding distance. Similar stabilization of tautomer form by the 

more extended inner core hydrogen bonding interaction has been observed in the case of 

HCTPPH [34]. Additionally, we study the mono-confusion approach at one of the 

pyrrole rings as shown in Chart 2 to evaluate the potential of synthesis of this type of 

benziporphodimethene. In general, the changing of ,- to ,β- linkage on a pyrrole ring 

causes pyrrole ring inversion and resulted in an increase of relative energy.  The inverted 

pyrrole ring nearby the sp
3 

meso carbon with nitrogen atom away from the sp
3 

carbon 

(2f, N-down) is 1.17 Kcal/mol more stable than N-up (2c) isomer. It is also concluded 

that N-confused pyrrole ring adjacent to the sp
3 

meso carbon is a more stable compound 

than N-confused pyrrole ring located opposite to the benzenoid ring since the inverted 

pyrrole ring in opposite to phenylene ring either breaks the π-electron-conjugation path 

(2g) or diminishes the strength of hydrogen bonding interaction (2h and 2i) and leads to 

higher energy. Noticeably, the total energy increases when inner amino hydrogen atom 

tautomering to outer nitrogen. In the cases containing inverted pyrrole ring, the number 

of weak inner hydrogen interaction between inner C-H and inner pyrrolic nitrogen, and 
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symmetry of molecule become dominate factors in total energy which can explain the 

lower energy of 2g than 2b and 2e. The optimized structures have shown that 17/sp
3
-

vector angle which defines the average deviation of atoms from the 17-tripyrin-atoms-

mean-plane is higher in 2b and 2e relative to that in 2g, 2h and 2i (Table 4.4). As 

expected, 1a which is isolated as a thermodynamic stable compound is energetically 

more stable than all isomers shown in Chart 4.1. The energy difference of 3.34 kcal/mol 

was found between the most stable regular meta-benziporphodimethene (1a) and most 

stable inverted isomer (2f). 

Table 4.1. Total Energy, Relative Energy of the Theoretically Optimized Structures of Chart 

4.1and4.2. 

Structures 
Etotal 

(Hartree) 

Erel 

(kcal/mol) 

Etotal(Hartree) re-

optimized using 

B3LYP/6-311g** 

Etotal(Hartree) re-

optimized using 

B3LYP/6-311+g** 

1a -1632.1995 0.0 -1632.5337 -1632.5482 

1b -1632.1931 4.03   

2a -1632.1874 4.3   

2b -1632.1741 12.6   

2c -1632.1923 1.17   

2d -1632.1912 1.88   

2e -1632.1709 14.6   

2f -1632.1942 0.0 -1631.8297 -1631.8448 

2g -1632.1793 9.34   

2h -1632.1855 5.46   

2i -1632.1825 7.30   

3a -1652.0335 0.0 -1652.3721 -1652.3821 

3b -1652.0301 2.06   

3a’ -1652.2865 0.0 -1653.6276 -1653.6421 

3b’ -1652.2854 0.68   

4a -1975.0093 0.0 -1975.3454 -1975.3602 

4b -1974.9990 6.48   

4a’ -1976.2529 0.0 -1976.5900 -1976.6050 

4b’ -1976.2454 4.76   
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1a 

(0.0) 

 
1b 

(4.03) 

 
2a 

(4.31) 

 
2b 

(12.6) 

 
2c 

(1.17) 

 
2d 

(1.88) 

 
2e 

(14.62) 

 
2f 

(0.0) 

 
2g 

(9.34) 

 
2h 

(5.46) 

 
2i 

(7.30) 

Chart 4.1. meta-Benziporphodimethene, 1 and its inverted tautomers, in parenthesis relative 

energy of 1b, 2a to 2i are given with respect to 1a and 2f, respectively in kcal/mol. 
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Figure 4.2. B3LYP/6-31g** optimized geometries of 1 and its inverted isomers. 

4.4.2. The Relative Energy of Oxa and Thia Analogues of 1 

The relative energies of oxa- and thia-analogues and their structures are shown in Chart 

4.2 and their corresponding optimized geometries are shown in Figure 4.3. Herein, 

thiophene and furan rings adjacent or away to the sp
3 

meso-carbon atoms have been 

taken into account. The thiophene or furan ring opposite to the phenylene ring in 

structure with or without hydrogen atom on nitrogen is more stable. The presence of two 
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O•••H‒N interaction lower the energy by a value of 0.68 kcal/mol in 3a' than 3b'. 

Detailed structural differences have been discussed in subsequent sections of this 

chapter. 

 

3a 

(0.0) 

 

3b 

(2.06) 

 

3a′ 

(0.0) 

 

3b′ 

(0.68) 

 
4a 

(0.0) 

 
4b 

(6.48) 

 

4a′ 

(0.0) 

 

4b′ 

(4.76) 

Chart 4.2. Oxa- and Thia- analogues of meta-benziporphodimethene, relative energy of 3b, 

3b', 4b and 4b' are given with respect to 3a, 3a', 4a and 4a', respectively in parenthesis in 

kcal/mol. 
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Figure 4.3. Optimized geometries of thia and oxa analogues of 1. 

Table 4.2. Non-bonded distance (Å) and Angle (degrees) for structures in Charts 4.1 to 4.8.
 

 D1 (Å)
a 

D2 (Å)
b
 17/C6 ()

c
 C6/N2X ()

d
 17/sp

3 
()

e
 P0

f 
Pcore

g 
Py1/17

h 
Py2/17

i
 Py3/17

j
 

1a 3.99 4.38 36.13 19.23 38.33 46.20 -2.78 41.53 31.81 49.30 

1b 4.11 4.34 38.64 19.75 38.50 47.92 6.42 45.40 18.04 20.71 

2a 4.06 4.51 36.37 14.62 37.36 45.33 7.98 46.49 15.31 24.09 

2b 4.28 4.45 36.74 12.71 38.52 45.14 1.58 42.60 12.43 41.88 

2c 4.19 4.68 79.95 69.03 20.41 27.24 4.59 30.82 11.79 8.42 

2d 4.03 4.50 38.72 16.18 37.95 7.19 4.62 45.54 17.25 23.15 

2e 4.14 4.66 84.11 73.45 18.27 23.26 1.36 3.29 8.74 32.82 

2f 4.21 4.63 81.37 68.31 23.73 31.52 4.58 35.51 14.33 8.94 

2g 4.51 4.38 76.07 84.74 13.22 17.59 6.89 18.87 8.69 7.65 

2h 4.58 4.59 78.76 84.08 1.29 -3.95 7.56 21.33 12.76 19.66 

2i 4.53 4.40 88.33 81.48 18.57 21.56 2.03 8.53 5.78 32.82 

3a 4.15 4.28 40.36 17.80 42.23 50.55 -0.01 39.33 11.99 39.32 

3b 4.29 4.58 83.44 76.11 27.42 33.37 3.12 11.10 8.89 46.16 

4a 4.74 4.02 86.79 81.17 0.0 -0.01 6.95 10.30 5.43 10.31 

4b 4.93 4.07 89.09 86.67 18.19 18.75 6.88 16.23 4.87 37.09 
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 D1 (Å)
a 

D2 (Å)
b
 17/C6 ()

c
 C6/N2X ()

d
 17/sp

3 
()

e
 P0

f 
Pcore

g 
Py1/17

h 
Py2/17

i
 Py3/17

j
 

5a 4.36 4.49 77.27 79.54 22.11 28.55 -4.96 18.78 9.92 23.06 

5b 4.29 4.63 78.97 74.42 20.70 27.10 0.71 24.50 9.22 13.93 

5c 4.23 4.69 77.79 73.86 20.64 26.82 0.07 24.74 8.89 14.26 

5d 4.28 4.71 87.77 76.85 13.41 19.02 2.79 33.69 12.97 17.19 

5e 4.17 4.61 73.54 77.68 20.62 24.61 -9.34 16.66 6.41 33.18 

5f 4.28 4.68 79.78 82.50 16.23 19.88 -8.15 17.05 5.47 21.61 

6a 4.38 4.41 64.65 72.65 23.05 30.24 -6.38 15.26 10.86 32.67 

6b 4.17 4.63 63.58 70.93 21.98 29.43 -3.79 12.07 10.65 31.87 

6c 4.49 4.35 78.05 81.22 17.69 21.37 -5.32 20.62 5.88 17.37 

6d 4.50 4.34 79.40 81.43 17.30 20.84 -4.99 20.42 3.84 16.72 

6e 4.11 4.69 84.27 63.02 5.36 -13.83 5.34 35.81 15.78 34.12 

6f 4.13 4.67 86.90 64.25 7.23 -17.11 5.45 16.85 18.44 35.75 

7a 4.08 4.37 40.29 22.11 39.49 46.96 0.01 43.89 14.21 25.39 

7b 4.56 4.63 78.99 85.39 0.96 0.58 6.36 20.78 12.54 17.64 

7c 4.16 4.54 38.19 14.93 38.43 44.10 6.74 56.41 12.74 25.14 

7d 4.18 4.69 74.63 66.99 34.13 29.20 2.83 39.28 8.10 11.48 

7e 4.18 4.79 67.51 75.46 17.71 22.84 2.54 26.25 12.56 6.49 

7f 4.24 4.79 68.46 78.43 14.36 18.05 3.13 26.77 12.99 6.19 

8a 4.20 4.30 39.05 17.44 40.11 46.67 5.24 43.81 18.86 30.21 

8b 4.37 4.33 69.68 81.24 20.86 29.29 9.61 26.67 14.24 13.53 

8c 4.10 4.44 37.40 14.51 38.86 47.48 7.86 40.32 18.14 31.39 

8d 4.15 4.70 57.07 72.78 21.21 29.89 6.94 36.73 22.87 5.37 

9a 4.30 4.36 78.11 71.21 31.55 41.03 -2.94 40.71 12.88 16.53 

9b 4.11 4.37 39.35 21.36 39.31 46.51 -2.48 23.66 13.66 25.82 

9c 4.27 4.46 81.16 74.12 29.28 37.84 -3.82 42.01 10.35 13.32 

9d 4.24 4.62 77.81 72.31 22.84 29.76 0.70 29.17 9.37 14.21 

9e 4.20 4.67 76.28 71.41 22.71 28.79 0.19 29.23 8.31 14.44 

9f 4.30 4.74 87.97 76.81 15.71 20.27 4.01 45.68 7.36 17.53 

9g 4.63 4.35 84.41 87.02 24.00 28.52 -7.34 34.42 8.68 19.29 

9h 4.65 4.37 83.51 86.58 23.55 27.50 -7.28 31.53 6.06 22.74 

9i 4.55 4.37 87.22 83.45 18.13 22.85 -3.03 25.24 5.25 10.77 

9j 4.54 4.37 88.03 82.36 19.77 24.90 -2.93 29.38 6.45 10.40 

9k 4.24 4.63 79.71 71.71 22.70 28.54 -2.35 13.62 8.22 32.51 

9l 4.28 4.61 77.45 71.62 24.11 30.23 -2.43 13.01 8.78 37.39 
h, i, j angle between each pyrrole ring plane and 17 tripyrin atom mean plane. 
a N (25)-X (23), X = C, N, O, S. 
b C (22)-X (24), X = N, O, S. 
c Angle between the 17 tripyrin atom mean plane and phenylene ring plane. 
d Angle between the phenylene ring plane and inner tri atom core. 
e Angle between the 17 tripyrin atom mean plane and the vector along the two sp3meso carbons. 
f dihedral angle between the four meso carbons C (6)-C (11)-C (16)-C (21). 
g dihedral angle between the inner core atoms C (22)-X (23)-X (24)-N (25), X = C, N, O, S. 
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Table 4.3. Total Energy, Relative Energy the Theoretically Optimized Structures of Chart 4.3 

to 4.6
a
 

Structure Etotal (Hartree) Erel (Kcal/mol) 

Etotal(Hartree) re-

optimized using 

B3LYP/6-311g** 

Etotal(Hartree) re-

optimized using 

B3LYP/6-311+g** 

5a -1707.4177 25.21   

5b -1707.4579 0.00 -1707.1167 -1707.8252 

5c -1707.4558 1.32   

5d -1707.4196 24.03   

5e -1707.4091 30.62   

5f -1707.4124 28.55   

6a -1707.1318 14.18   

6b -1707.1544 0.00 -1705.8884 -1706.5264 

6c -1707.1490 3.38   

6d -1707.1431 7.09   

6e -1707.1385 9.97   

6f -1707.1418 7.90   

7a -1707.4198 8.15   

7b -1707.4328 0.00 -1707.7853 -1707.8031 

7c -1707.4137 11.98   

7d -1707.4187 8.85   

7e -1707.4036 18.32   

7f -1707.4036 18.32   

8a -1707.1357 11.73   

8b -1707.1544 0.00 -1707.1544 -1706.5273 

8c -1707.1316 14.31   

8d -1707.1384 10.04   

a Relative energy for structures 5a to 5f, 6a to 6f, 7a to 7f and 8a to 8d were calculated with respect to the structure 

5b,6b, 7b and 8b, respectively. 
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4.4.3. The Relative Energy of O-Up Isomers of 2 

The isomers with or without inverted pyrrole ring in the presence of an O-up 

oxygenated pyrrole ring have been used for DFT investigation. The O-up isomers 

have been classified into two categories, viz. the reduced form of O-up isomers 

(Chart 4.3) and oxidized form of O-up isomers (Chart 4.4). Refer to Figure 4.4 and 

4.5 for visual depiction of these geometries. The relative energies demonstrate that 5b 

is the most stable compound among the structures described in Chart 4.3. 

Interestingly, 5b is also the only one that has been experimentally isolated and 

structurally characterized.  The structure 5a with regular pyrrolic ,-linkage and 

oxygenated in the β-pyrrolic position gives higher energy comparing with 5b. The 

relative energy difference between 5b and 5c which has different tautomer form on 

dipyrromethene moiety is relatively small in value. Although both 5b and 5c possess 

inner core hydrogen bonding interactions, bifurcated hydrogen bond (H-bond) 

interactions between N    H•••N (2.02 Å) and C    H•••N (2.52 Å) makes 5b more stable 

compound in comparison with 5c where only single hydrogen bonding of N    H•••N 

(2.00 Å) is possible. Because of comparable H-bond network, energy differences 

between 5e and 5f are relatively small and, similar to relative energy of N-confused 

meta-benziporphodimethenes, as described above. N-down isomer, 5f, again exhibits 

a lower energy than the N-up isomer. The presence of inverted pyrrole ring opposite 

to the oxidized pyrrole ring in 5e and 5f gives higher energy relative to 5b likely 

because of a shorter conjugation pathway. 
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5a 

(25.21) 
5b 

(0.0) 

5c 

(1.32) 

 

5d 

(24.03) 

 

5e 

(30.62) 

 

5f 

(28.55) 

 

Chart 4.3. Reduced form of O-up, 2 isomers; their relative energy are given in parentheses 

with respect to 5b in kcal/mol. 

 

Figure 4.4. Optimized geometries of O-up isomers with hydrogen on nitrogen. 
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6a 

(14.18) 
6b 

(0.0) 

6c 

(3.38) 

6d 

(7.09) 

6e 

(9.97) 
6f 

(7.90) 

Chart 4.4. Oxidized form of O-up, 2 isomers; their relative energy are given in parentheses 

with respect to 6b in kcal/mol. 

 

 

Figure 4.5. Optimized geometries of O-up isomers without hydrogen on nitrogen. 
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The oxidized structures without hydrogen atom on the nitrogen atom followed the 

same trend in 6b, which is oxidized form of 5b, as the most stable structure. The 

structures from 6a to 6f have same π-conjugated systems but the structure with an 

inverted pyrrole ring opposite to the phenylene ring (6c and 6d) were bearing lower 

relative energy compared to structures with an inverted pyrrole ring opposite to the 

oxidized pyrrole ring (6e and 6f). 

4.4.4. The Relative Energy of Lactam Ring Containing Isomers Presented in Chart 

4.5 and Chart 4.6 

In Charts 4.5 and 4.6, isomers containing oxygenated pyrrole ring opposite to the 

phenylene ring either with or without the presence of an additional inverted pyrrole 

ring have been considered. Two types of linkage for oxygenated pyrrole ring are 

proposed viz. with either an ,-pyrrolic linkage and oxygenation on β-pyrrolic 

position to give a regular benziporphyrin type conformation or an ,β-pyrrolic linkage 

with oxygenation on -pyrrolic position to generate a N-confused porphyrin type 

atom arrangement. Among the studied compounds, compound 7b is the most stable 

one in Chart 4.5 while compound 8b is the most stable one in oxidized isomers in 

Chart 4.6. This result is not surprising since 7b and 8b are the only compounds that 

exhibit both extended π-conjugate system (12 π-electrons) and inner core hydrogen 

bonding network.  Obviously, the presence of a regular ,-linkage pyrrole ring with 

an oxygenated on the β-pyrrolic carbon ruptures the π-conjugate system and raises the 

energy. However, the large energy distribution with relative energy ranging from 8.17 

to 18.32 kcal/mol separated into two distinctive groups in line with the degree of H-

bond interactions. Among those oxidized isomers without hydrogen atom on nitrogen, 

8b is the most stable because of doubly C    H•••N interactions in comparison to 8a,8c 

and 8d where only one C    H•••N interaction is found.  
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7a 

(8.15) 

 
7b 

(0.0) 

 
7c 

(11.98) 

 
7d 

(8.85) 

 
7e 

(18.32) 

 
7f 

(18.32) 

 

Chart 4.5. Reduced form of isomers having oxidized pyrrole ring opposite to the phenylene 

ring; their relative energies are given in parentheses with respect to 7b in kcal/mol. 

 

Figure 4.6. Optimized geometries of isomers presented in Chart 4.5 oxidized at pyrrole ring 

opposite to the phenylene ring with hydrogen atom. 
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8a 

(11.73) 

 
8b 

(0.0) 

 
8c 

(14.31) 

 
8d 

(10.04) 

Chart 4.6. Oxidized form of isomers having oxidized pyrrole ring opposite to the phenylene 

ring; their relative energies are given in parentheses with respect to 8b in kcal/mol. 

 

Figure 4.7. Optimized geometries of isomers presented in Chart 4.6 oxidized at pyrrole ring 

opposite to the phenylene ring without hydrogen atom. 
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4.4.5. The Relative Energy of O-Down Isomers of 3 Presented in Chart 4.7 and 4.8 

In this section, all the possibilities of O-down isomers with or without inversion in 

the oxygenated pyrrole ring have been taken into account. While keeping the 

oxygenation at the same pyrrole ring, both ,- to ,β-pyrrolic linkage for un-

oxygenated pyrrole rings were examined. DFT calculation suggested that O-down 

isomers like 9d and 9e are the most stable isomer. Although 9d is 0.42 kcal/mol 

higher in energy than 9e. The single crystal X-ray structural determination 

confirmed that 9d is the synthetic product at ambient temperature. The 

discrepancy might reflect the difference of total energies in theoretical calculations 

under gas phase and in synthetic procedures under solution phase. With the same 

trend (vide supra), the isomers having elaborated inner C   H•••N and               N   H•••        N 

interactions and longer π-conjugation are energetically more favourable. The 

isomers without inverted pyrrole ring (9a) are more stable than those having 

inverted pyrrole ring opposite to the phenylene ring (9g to 9p). The isomers 

containing outer N   H (                       9d, 9e, 9i, 9j,9k, 9n, 9p) are more stable than those without 

outer N   H (             9g, 9h, 9m, 9o). 
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Table 4.4. Total Energy, Relative Energy of the Theoretically Optimized Structures of Chart 

4.7 and 4.8
a
 

Structure Etotal (Hartree) Erel (Kcal/mol) 

Etotal(Hartree) re-

optimized using 

B3LYP/6-311g** 

Etotal(Hartree) re-

optimized using 

B3LYP/6-311+g** 

9a -1707.4353 5.71   

9b -1707.4211 14.62   

9c -1707.4316 8.03   

9d -1707.4437 0.43   

9e -1707.4444 0.00 -1707.7863 -1707.8157 

9f -1707.4156 18.07   

9g -1707.4068 23.59   

9h -1707.4111 20.89   

9i -1707.4173 17.00   

9j -1707.4151 18.38   

9k -1707.4256 11.79   

9l -1707.4285 9.97   

9m -1707.4097 21.77   

9n -1707.4145 18.76   

9o -1707.4114 20.70   

9p -1707.4214 14.43   

10a -1707.1377 11.73   

10b -1707.1564 0.00 -1707.8463 -1707.5283 

10c -1707.1485 4.95   

10d -1707.1402 10.16   

10e -1707.1417 9.22   

10f -1707.1436 8.03   

a 
Relative energy for structures 9a to 9p and 10a to 10fwere calculated with respect to the structures 9e 

and 10b, respectively. 

9a 

(5.71) 

9b 

(14.62) 
9c 

(8.03) 
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9d 

(0.43) 

 
9e 

(0.0) 

 
9f 

(18.07) 

 

9g 

(23.59) 

 

9h 

(20.89) 

 

9i 

(17.0) 

 
9j 

(18.38) 

 
9k 

(11.79) 

 
9l 

(9.97) 
 

 
9m 

(21.77) 

 

 
9n 

(18.76) 

 

 
9o 

(20.70) 
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9p 

(14.43) 
Chart 4.7. Reduced form of O-down, 3 isomers, and their relative energy are given in 

parentheses with respect to 9e in kcal/mol. 

 

Figure 4.8. Optimized geometries of o-down isomers presented in Chart 4.7 oxidized at 

pyrrole ring adjacent to the phenylene ring with hydrogen atom. 
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10a 

(11.73) 

 
10b 

(0.0) 

 
10c 

(4.95) 

 
10d 

(10.16) 

 
10e 

(9.22) 

 
10f 

(8.03) 
 

Chart 4.8. Oxidized form of O-down, 3 isomers, their relative energy are given in 

parentheses with respect to 10b in kcal/mol. 

 

Figure 4.9. Optimized geometries of O-down isomers presented in Chart 4.8 oxidized at 

pyrrole ring adjacent to the phenylene ring without hydrogen atom. 
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4.4.6.  The Structural Features of the Isomers 

The stabilization of isomers discussed above is mainly dependent on the inner N    H 

H-bond interactions, oxidation at the pyrrole ring, π-conjugation. The other factor 

which also influences the stabilization of isomers discussed herein (vide infra) is the 

structural differences.  

The actual shapes of the optimized structures of 1 and its inverted isomers are shown 

in Figure 4.2. The structures of oxa and thia analogues are shown in Figure 4.3. The 

geometries of O-up isomers and O-down are shown in Figures 4.4 and 4.5, 4.8 and 

4.9, respectively. The comparisons of isomers with an oxygenation at pyrrole ring 

opposite to the phenylene ring are shown in Figures 4.6 and 4.7. The top view of the 

optimized structures of aza, oxa, and thia containing benziporphodimethenes with 

bond angles and bond distances labelled have been shown in Figure 4.1. For 

comparison the geometrical parameters of thiophene and furan are also shown in 

Figure 2. For more quantitative analysis on the structures, the non - bonded distances, 

angles for optimized structures for 1 and its inverted isomers along with oxa, thia 

analog are given in Table1. Currently, the X-ray crystal structures of 1, 2 and 3 are 

reported in the literature. The comparison between X-ray structures and results from 

theoretical calculations reveals that the deviations in bond lengths and angles are 

within 0.01 Å and 0.3
ο
, respectively. Similar accuracy has been reported in the 

literature[59]–[61]. 
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The plane containing four meso positions is used as a reference plane to define the 

deformation of meta-benziporphodimethene. The planarity of the reference plane is 

given by dihedral angle, P0. Another dihedral angle, Pcore, is also calculated to reveal 

the planarity of four inner core and potential ligation atoms. The puckeredness of two 

sp
3 

meso carbons is given by the angle between the vector along the meso sp
3
 carbon 

atoms and mean plane of the 17 triphyrin atom, 17/sp
3
.The deviation in the phenylene 

ring, C6/N2X (X= N, S, O or C), is given by the angle between the mean plane of 

phenylene ring and mean plane of three inner core atoms on the five member rings. 

The deformation of three pyrrole rings from the mean plane of 17 triphyrin atom are 

defined by, Pyn/17 (n= 1-3), the angle between a specific pyrrole ring and mean plane 

of the tripyrin.  

First of all, we will discuss the DFT optimized geometries for 1 and its inverted 

isomers shown in Figure 4.2. The front view of the DFT optimized geometries as well 

as the values of P0 and Pcore, reflect the deviation of molecules from planarity. As 

discussed above, 1a is energetically more stable than 1b. The major structural 

difference is that the Py1/17 in 1a is less than in the case of 1b while 1b has smaller 

Py2/17 and Py3/17 than 1a. These deviations are majorly dependent on geometries of 

molecules. The P0 in 1b is 1.727º higher than 1a while the values of 17/sp
3
, C6/N3 

angles are almost identical for 1a and 1b. The lower values of inner NH•••N distance 

is 1.8566 Å in the case of 1a makes it more stable than those 1b where inner NH•••N 

distance are 2.0257 and 2.433 Å. While in the case of inverted isomers, 2a to 2i, P0 

angles differ from each other and mainly depend on the location of inverted pyrrole 
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ring. The lowest values were found for the structures 2d and 2h while the Pcore values 

are lower for 2b and 2e. The isomer 2f is energetically more stable structure. 

However, it’s inner NH•••N interaction are not strong enough than isomers. This may 

be attributed to some other structural difference which makes its more favourable 

(Figure 4.2 and Table 4.1). 

The optimized structure reveals that the O-up isomers, 5a to 5f and 6a to 6fshown in 

Chart 4.3, 4.4 and Figure 4.5, 4.6, are less puckered than 1a, 1b and 2a to 2i, shown 

in Figure 4.2. The structural features are given in Table 4.2. The most stable 5b is 

having shortest inner NH•••N interactions, 2.072 Å. The Pyn/17(n±1-2) angles are in 

good agreement with other isomers discussed above. The most stable O-down isomers 

9e is having one inner NH•••N interaction, 2.027 Å while least stable structure 9g do 

not have any inner NH•••N interaction The 17/C6angle in 9e is 2.679º higher than 5b 

and 17/sp
3
-vectorangle is lesser, 2.006ºthan 5b which suggest lesser deviation in 

structure 5b. However, both Pcore and P0 are little bit higher than 9g but other factors 

dominate to make it energetically more favourable. The other structural features also 

support the O-up and O-down isomers of 5b than O-up and O-down isomers of 9e in 

terms of stability. For other isomers, 7a to 7f and 8a to 8d, the details structural 

features are given in Table 4.2. The most stable isomer, 7b does not have strong inner 

NH...N interaction but other structural feature favours this geometry.  

The bond distance between the pyrrole carbon which is directly linked to meso carbon 

and sp
3 

meso carbons does not change much and varies from 1.5027 to 1.5295 Å in 
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the structures shown in Figures 4.2 to Figure 4.9 but longer distance was measured 

for the 3a, 1.5499 Å (Figure 4.1). The other bond distance also does not change 

much, C=O bond distance lies in the order of double bond distance. The N-H and C-H 

(inverted pyrrole) bond distance remains unchanged but some time it increases due to 

strong inner NH•••N interactions. Due to repulsions in the inner core hydrogen atoms, 

the structures with 3-H inside the core hydrogen atoms are more deviated from the 

mean plane than other structures. 

To predict the binding character of the core ligands towards the incoming transitions 

metal, the size of the core cavity is estimated by the diagonal distances D1 and D2, 

where D1 is the distance between the atoms along x-axis and D2 is the distance 

between the atoms along the y-axis. The distance variations are small and form square 

shape and little difference were found by the replacement of nitrogen atom in 1 by 

Sulphur atom, 4b. The different shapes of the core cavity deserve to be noted in 

anticipating the coordinating properties of meta-benziporphodimethene systems. 

4.4.7. The Structural Features of oxa- and thia- Analogues. 

To understand the effect of replacement of either nitrogen N (23) or N (24) by oxygen 

and sulfur atoms. We carried out DFT calculations on oxa (3a, 3a’, 3b and 3b’) and 

thia (4a, 4a’, 4b and 4b’) analogues of 1. The DFT optimized geometries are shown 

in Figure 4.3. Detailed structural features are given in Table 4.2. To understand the 

conjugation effects on the bond distance and angles, the furan and thiophene moiety 

inside the structures of 3a, 3a, 3b, 3b’, 4a, 4a’, 4b and 4b’ was compared with DFT 

optimized geometries of thiophene (11) and furan (12). The DFT optimized bond 

lengths and bond angles of thiophene and furan are in satisfactory agreement with 
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previous reported X-ray crystallographic values. From the X-ray crystallographic 

studies, the bond distances of pyrrole molecules follow the order Cα-Cmeso> Cα-Cβ> Cβ 

-Cβ in the case of 1 while in case of regular porphyrins the order follows Cα-Cβ> Cα-

Cmeso> Cα-N >Cβ-Cβ. Interestingly, in 3a’, 4a’, and 3b’and 4b’ the order follows like 

Cα-Cmeso> Cβ -Cβ>Cα-Cβ> Cα-O and Cα-Cβ> Cα-Cmeso> Cα-N> Cβ -Cβ, respectively. 

The molecule 3b’ and 4b’ reproduce the pattern of regular pyrrole as in porphyrins 

macrocycle. The Cα-Cβ and Cα-X distances are longer and Cβ -Cβ distances are shorter 

than in free thiophene and furan molecule (Figure 4.3). Thus, the pattern of Cα-Cβ and 

Cβ -Cβ thiophene and furan distances follows the regular pyrrole rings and reflects the 

inclusion of the thiophene and furan moiety in the π-delocalization pathway of the 

macrocycle. The inclusion of thiophene and furan molecule in the macrocycle 

markedly effects the Cα-Cmeso bond adjacent to thiophene but Cα-Cmeso distances are 

shorter than without thiophene and furan containing macrocycle. The marked 

differences in bond distances have been found between the Cα-N bond for protonated 

and unprotonated pyrrole rings. 

4.4.8. The intramolecular hydrogen bond energy 

We calculated the intramolecular hydrogen bond energy in meta - 

Benziporphodimethenes and other analogues with the help of molecular tailoring-

based approach (MTA)[62]–[65]. A general fragmentation procedure for estimation of 

N-H---N hydrogen bond (HB1) in parent molecule 2f is shown in Scheme 4.1.  
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Scheme 4.1. Molecular tailoring based approach for estimation of intramolecular H-bond 

energies.  

As seen in Scheme 4.1, the parent molecule (1a) is cut into two primary fragments F1 

and F2. These cut regions are shown by dotted regions on the parent molecule. To satisfy 

the valences of cut regions, dummy hydrogen atoms were added at an appropriate C-H 

distance and directions. Fragment F3 is obtained by taking the intersection of these 

primary fragments, i.e., (F1∩F2). A single point energy evaluation has been carried out 

on all fragments at B3LYP/6- 311 + G** level of theory. The fragments are not optimized 

so that conformational changes in them are avoided. The intramolecular hydrogen bond 
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energy EHB1 in (2f) (parent molecule in Scheme 4.1) is calculated as (EF1 + EF2 - EF3) - 

E2c = -1631.820005 - (-1631.844845) = 15.59 kcal mol
-1

. In a similar fashion, the 

hydrogen bond energies were estimated for all the other most stable conformers; see 

Table 4.5. For the geometries of hydrogen bonds in these molecules, see Fig. 3. It is 

clear from Table 4.5 that the estimated hydrogen bond energies fall in a range expected 

from chemical intuition and is able to distinguish the strong and weak hydrogen bonds. 

The hydrogen bond energies vary between 0.08 and 15.59 kcal mol
-1

. Particularly 

noteworthy is the strongest hydrogen bond (15.59 kcal mol
-1

) is found in 2f which has 

smallest H-bond distance of 1.965 Å (see Table 4.5). On the other hand, the longest 

distance of 2.679 Å was found in 4a corresponding to the C-H-N interaction. The C-H-N 

interaction energy calculated in 4a was found to be 0.08 kcal mol
-1

. Also, the calculated 

H-bond energies are in general agreement with the fact that the N-H/N hydrogen bond 

energy is stronger than N-H/S and N-H/O hydrogen bonds and the C-H/N is weakest H-

bond; see Table 4.5. 

Table 4.5. Intramolecular hydrogen bond (H-Bond) distances (Angstrom) and energy 

(kcalmol
-1

). See Figure 4.1 for corresponding geometries of the molecules. 

Molecule 
H-bond Distance 

HB1              HB2 

H-bond Energy 

HB1 HB2 

1a 2.220 2.220 6.31 6.31 

2f 1.965 - 15.59 - 

3a 2.273 2.274 10.07 10.03 

4a 2.679 2.679 0.08 0.08 

4a’ 2.541 2.540 11.18 11.17 

5b 1.969 - 13.48 - 

6b 2.471 - 0.57 - 

7b 2.24 - 4.44 - 

8b 2.159 2.629 0.72 0.72 

9e 1.970 - 10.99 - 

10b 2.639 - 2.11 - 
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4.5.  DFT of metalated meta-benziporphodimethene complexes 

The computational calculations were performed for metalated (Cd and Hg) meta-

benziporphodimethene complexes, employing density functional theory method. The Los-

Almos Laboratory double zeta (LANL2DZ) basis set was used in combination with Becke-

three parameter exchange correlation function by Lee, Yang and Parr (B3LYP). The 

geometrical structures were optimized under C1 symmetry using Gaussian 09W suits of 

program. The optimized structures then subjected to frequency calculations to ensure that the 

global minima were obtained for both the metal complexes. Furthermore, the optimized 

structures were utilized to visualize the frontier molecular orbitals for Cd(II) and Hg(II) meta-

benziporphodimethene complexes. Figure 4.10 depicts the optimized structures of metalated 

m-BPDM complexes. GaussView 5.0 software has been used for the visualization of these 

frontier molecular orbitals. In addition to this, the HOMO-LUMO gaps were calculated for 

these geometries and individual energies of the frontier molecular orbitals have been added in 

Figure 4.11 and Table 4.6, respectively. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 4.10. Optimized geometries of (a) CdCl-BPDM and (b) HgCl-BPDM. 
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Table 4.6. Energies of frontier molecular orbitals in eV. 

 

Complex 

Energy (eV) 

HOMO-1 HOMO LUMO LUMO+1 

CdCl-BPDM -7.11 -6.79 -6.51 -5.62 

HgCl-BPDM -8.30 -8.14 -6.59 -5.61 

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure  4.11. Frontier molecular orbital of (a) CdCl-BPDM and (b) HgCl-BPDM (Isosurface 

value= 0.02) 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE PROSPECTS

5.1. Conclusion 

In Chapter 1, starting with a concise overview about porphyrin, we have presented a 

brief study about the carbaporphyrinoids reported by far by various research groups. 

The review the focused on detailed study of the new benziporphyrin analogue: meta-

benziporphodimethenes. The synthetic pathways reported for both free-base meta-

benziporphodimethenes and its metal complexes, the UV-Vis spectra studies, NMR 

studies, crystal structure analysis, agostic interactions, fluorescent studies and other 

applications has been discussed in detailed. The electronic structure studies that have 

been recently reported have also been inculcated in this article. This molecule can 

play a crucial role in biological systems owing to its tendency to detect of toxic metal 

ions, its biological applications in cancer cell detection etc. However, the researchers 

have struggled with the low product yield, which has prevented them from exploring 

these compounds as thoroughly. In Chapter 3, we have discussed synthetic pathways 

of a sterically hindered analogues of meta-benziporphodimethene and its cadmium 

and mercury complexs. UV-Vis, 
1
H-NMR and mass spectrometry was used to 

confirm the synthesis of different analogues. The present study aims to draw the 

attention of the chemists towards meta-benziporphodimethene analogues, providing 

various factors that may enhance the product yield, as concluded from their 

computational analysis, as reported in Chapter 4. The complication of this study was 

further enhanced by comparing the syn- and anti-conformers not only with each other 

but also with their reported X-ray crystal structure data.     
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5.2. Future Prospects

We think that the researchers will be able to further synthesize, characterize, and 

investigate a wide range of applications for this class of carbaporphyrinoid systems with 

the execution of our findings. Furthermore, we are confident that the most stable 

structures established through the research documented in Chapter 4 of this thesis will 

be energetically more stable. Additionally, we think that combining the most promising 

findings from Chapters 3 and 4 will result in the development of a novel meta-

benziporphodimethene molecule, which could aid in overcoming the poor yield and 

speedy oxidation drawbacks of this moiety. We were successful in identifying a sizable 

research gap while carefully examining the compound's previously documented work. 

For instance, electronic structural studies and synthesis of para-benziporphodimethenes 

have not yet been attempted. Additionally, the development of a water soluble meta-

benziporphodimethene system could pose a challenge to the research groups engaged in 

this field. We are confident that if research groups address these challenges, meta-

benziporphodimethene systems having such distinctive features, would progress 

significantly. 

On this note, I would like to sum up my doctoral thesis. 
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